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METHODS

Quantitative Performance of
E-Scribe Warehouse in Detecting Quality
Issues With Digital Annotated ECG Data
From Healthy Subjects
Nenad Sarapa, MD, Justin L. Mortara, PhD, Barry D. Brown, Lamberto Isola, MS,
and Fabio Badilini, PhD

The US Food and Drug Administration recommends submission of digital electrocardiograms in the standard HL7
XML format into the electrocardiogram warehouse to support preapproval review of new drug applications. The
Food and Drug Administration scrutinizes electrocardiogram quality by viewing the annotated waveforms and
scoring electrocardiogram quality by the warehouse algorithms. Part of the Food and Drug Administration warehouse is commercially available to sponsors as the
E-Scribe Warehouse. The authors tested the performance
of E-Scribe Warehouse algorithms by quantifying electrocardiogram acquisition quality, adherence to QT annotation
protocol, and T-wave signal strength in 2 data sets: “reference” (104 digital electrocardiograms from a phase I study
with sotalol in 26 healthy subjects with QT annotations by
computer-assisted manual adjustment) and “test” (the
same electrocardiograms with an intentionally introduced

predefined number of quality issues). The E-Scribe
Warehouse correctly detected differences between the 2
sets expected from the number and pattern of errors in the
“test” set (except for 1 subject with QT misannotated in
different leads of serial electrocardiograms) and confirmed the absence of differences where none was
expected. E-Scribe Warehouse scores below the threshold
value identified individual electrocardiograms with questionable T-wave signal strength. The E-Scribe Warehouse
showed satisfactory performance in detecting electrocardiogram quality issues that may impair reliability of QTc
assessment in clinical trials in healthy subjects.

T

availability, ICH E14 recommends the conduct of a
“thorough” QTc study (TQTS) with numerous replicate electrocardiograms (ECGs) in a sufficiently large
population and with adequate assay sensitivity to
detect a QTc effect at the threshold of regulatory concern (5-10 ms).1-3 ICH E14 further recommends that
QT interval duration measurement and waveform
review in TQTS be performed by a few trained readers at the central laboratory using manual methods
(“whether or not assisted by a computer”).1
The digital environment offers ease of acquisition,
processing, analysis, storage, and regulatory submission of ECGs from clinical trials.4 The US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) recommends that ECG
data from TQTS in the new drug application (NDA)
are submitted in digital form with annotations

he E14 guidance from the International Conference on Harmonization (ICH)1 has set robust
investigational standards for the assessment of QTc
prolongation in preapproval clinical trials with nonantiarrthymic drug candidates. As the mainstay of
such risk assessment for all drugs with systemic
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detailing the exact onset and offset points of ECG
intervals.5 The FDA has occasionally requested digital submission of ECGs from other studies in the
NDA.6 The Health Level 7 (HL7) Version 3.0, a standard format for digital annotated ECG files based on
the Extended Markup Language (XML), incorporates
the elements necessary to describe the amplitude
resolution and sampling rate of annotated ECG
waveforms.7 A digital ECG warehouse was developed
under the Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement between the FDA and Mortara Instrument (Milwaukee, Wisconsin)8 to effectively store
and analyze large numbers of digital annotated ECG
waveforms after they are uploaded online. The warehouse consists of the section exclusive to the FDA
reviewers and a “private” section (E-Scribe Warehouse)9 for the fee-for-service perusal by sponsors
before the NDA submissions. The functionality of
the FDA digital ECG warehouse has been reviewed
recently.10 The warehouse assigns each ECG a Global
Unique ID (GUID) number, which links the annotated waveform to other SAS files within the NDA
dossier (eg, demography, QT/QTc measurements on
that ECG, drug concentrations, and adverse events).
FDA reviewers view annotated ECG waveforms
online to assess the quality of ECG data during the
NDA review using a standardized approach.6 They
initially randomly spot-check individual ECGs from
all parts of the database for problems with the ECG
signal quality and the placement of ECG interval
annotations. Thereafter, they scrutinize specific ECG
waveforms identified as outliers in the statistical
results or due to intriguing waveform descriptions or
other relevant criteria. In addition, the FDA reviewers may use the digital warehouse algorithms that
produce quantitative scores for ECG quality metrics
and sort individual ECGs by the score value in tables
and histogram distribution plots.10
This study sought to test the ability of the E-Scribe
Warehouse to detect certain quality issues with digital ECGs obtained from robust QTc assessment in a
clinical study in healthy subjects.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS
A set of 104 digital ECGs was extracted from the
database of a previously reported phase I study.11 In
summary, 26 healthy subjects (5 women) with a
mean age of 26.7 years (range, 19-44 years) received
a single oral dose of d,l-sotalol 160 mg (Betapace
80-mg tablets, Berlex Laboratories, Montville, New
York) at 8 AM. Subjects fasted from midnight before
dosing until 4 hours postdose. Eligibility was
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confirmed at screening and prior to admission to the
clinic according to the typically strict phase I inclusion and exclusion criteria. The study was conducted
at the Jasper Clinical Research Unit (Kalamazoo,
Michigan) according to good clinical practices
and the Declaration of Helsinki. All subjects gave
written informed consent to the study protocol
approved by an independent institutional review
board of the Bronson Methodist Hospital (Kalamazoo,
Michigan).
ECG Acquisition and Analysis
Digital 12-lead ECGs were obtained by an ELI 200
electrocardiograph (Mortara Instrument; 500 samples/
second). Four single resting supine ECGs were
obtained in each subject at baseline (30 minutes predose) and at 2, 3, and 4 hours after dosing. Subjects
rested quietly in fully supine position for 5 minutes
before each ECG and remained semirecumbent in
bed during 4 hours postdose. The ECGs consisted of
10 seconds of raw data along with the set of representative beats computed by the ELI 200 algorithm.
The ECGs were processed by a digital caliper software system (CalECG2 Version 1.0, AMPSLLC, New
York) on a high-resolution computer screen. The filter settings of the electrocardiograph (0.05-Hz lowfrequency cutoff and 150-Hz high-frequency cutoff)
were maintained during processing with no additional filtering applied during storage and processing
of ECG waveforms.
A semiautomated QT interval measurement
method was applied as follows: the CalECG algorithm
prepositioned the Q-wave onset and T-wave offset
annotations, a trained reader visually inspected the
placement of QT interval annotations by CalECG, and,
wherever necessary, the reader manually adjusted the
position of calipers to achieve the optimal placement
of QT annotations. Within 1 day, ECGs were analyzed
twice by the same reader in the randomized sequence
using the standard-of-care single-lead annotation protocol that makes QT and RR measurements on 3 consecutive sinus rhythm beats on the raw ECG signal
from limb lead II.12,13 The reader was blinded to treatment period (baseline vs postdose) and postdose
time. The first analysis was done in a precise manner
as described above (“reference” ECG set). The second
analysis was done in a purposefully erroneous manner (“test” ECG set) whereby the reader had intentionally made a predefined number of errors expected
to occur during ECG processing and analysis by the
central laboratory. The following interventions were
made in the “test” set:
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Table I

Study Summary Report From the E-Scribe Warehouse for the Reference
and Test ECG Sets (n = 104 Each)

ESW Metric

Reference ECG Set
n (%)

Data integrity
Total subjects in the study
Total ECGs in the study
ECGs per subject
Subjects with fewer ECGs
Subjects with more ECGs
ECG acquisition quality
ECGs with lead fail
ECGs with unacceptable global LF noise level
ECGs with unacceptable global HF noise level
Adherence to the QT annotation protocol
ECGs without annotations
ECGs with annotations in multiple leads
ECGs with annotations not in primary lead
ECGs without expected number of QTs

26 (100)
104 (100)
4 (100)
0
0

Test ECG Set
n (%)

26 (100)
104 (100)
4 (100)
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
21 (20.19)
19 (17.31)
0

ECG, electrocardiogram; ESW, E-Scribe Warehouse; LF, low frequency; HF, high frequency; n = number of ECGs detected by the ESW.

•

QT annotation in leads different from lead II required
by the protocol (20 ECGs; 4 each in 5 subjects)
• QT annotation in the poor ECG quality setting (low
T-wave amplitude; 10 beats on 10 ECGs from 10
subjects)
• Intentionally imprecise annotation of T-offset on 9
cardiac beats with ECG signal of acceptable quality by
the reader’s movement of digital CalECG annotations:
• To the left of the optimal position on 2 beats in 1
ECG (by 68 and 80 ms)
• To the right of the optimal position on 7 beats
in 6 ECGs from 6 subjects (median, 94 ms; range,
56-302 ms)

The “reference” and “test” ECG sets were uploaded
in the E-Scribe Warehouse (ESW, Mortara Instrument).9
ESW Metrics
For the overall ECG data in the test versus reference
set, ESW produced summary reports for the integrity
of study data, the ECG acquisition quality, and the
adherence to the QT annotation protocol by the
reader.
The VERITAS digital algorithm (Mortara Instrument) within ESW produced a quantitative score for
the T-wave signal strength on the T-waves in the annotated beats of individual ECGs in both data sets. The
T-wave signal strength is a measure of the T-wave power,
and as such, it is a squared amplitude measurement
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that is positive definite. Higher power T-waves are
characterized by larger amplitude as well as faster
rise and descent times. The median, mean, and minimum-maximum range of score values were computed for the T-wave signal strength in the test
versus reference data set. ESW ranked individual
ECGs in each set in order of increasing T-wave signal
strength score and displayed them on histograms. In
addition, the number and proportion of ECGs was
computed with the T-wave signal strength score,
with the threshold indicative of the questionable
ECG quality regarding that metric (≤20 000).
The VERITAS algorithm within ESW also produced the T-offset Bias metric on the 10 beats where
the T-offset annotation has been intentionally moved
by the reader to create the test set. VERITAS generates a “global” QT interval from the analysis of a
single cardiac cycle from ECG rhythm data and
determines the QT interval duration using the same
cardiac cycle from all 12-leads. The T-offset bias
constitutes the temporal difference (ms) between
the fiducial point of the T-offset annotated by the
precise versus imprecise semiautomated method
(reference and test set, respectively) and by the VERITAS algorithm.
RESULTS
Table I presents the ESW summary report for
the integrity of the study data, the ECG acquisition
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signal strength score of 63 948 and the 19th ranking.
Individual ECGs of questionable quality (identified
by the T-wave signal score below the ESW threshold) were evident on the histograms, and the respective waveforms were viewable by double-clicking on
the ECG record in the rank-order tables or on the
bars in histograms.
Figure 4 shows the QT interval duration by the 3
methods (the fully automated VERITAS algorithm
and the semiautomated method executed precisely
[reference] and intentionally imprecisely [test]) on
the 9 beats where the T-offset annotation errors were
intentionally introduced in the test set. Table III presents the listing and the descriptive statistics for the
ESW metric of T-offset bias for the same 9 beats.
DISCUSSION

Figure 1. QT annotations in multiple leads of 1 electrocardiogram in the test set.

quality, and the adherence to the QT annotation protocol by the reader in the reference and test ECG data
sets. In both sets, ESW had included in the analysis
all 104 ECGs from all 26 subjects and confirmed that
no subject had more or fewer ECGs submitted than
expected according to the study protocol. No ECGs
in either set were found with a total number of QT
annotations less than required by the protocol (3 per
ECG). Table I indicates that among 20 ECGs in the
test set where the reader had intentionally not followed the lead choice protocol, ESW detected 19
ECGs with QT annotations in a lead different from
the primary and 21 ECGs with QT annotations in
multiple leads (the latter is exemplified in Figure 1).
ESW scores for the T-wave signal strength in the
reference and test sets are summarized in Table II,
and the histogram distributions of ECGs for this
quality metric for the reference versus test set are
presented in Figures 2A and 2B. The ESW score for
the T-wave amplitude on the same ECG ranked
lower in the test set (after intentional misannotation)
than in the reference set. For example (Figure 3), the
ECG from the test set misannotated in the lead V1
with low T-wave amplitude was assigned a T-wave
signal strength of 5480 by the ESW and ranked as
103rd among 104 ECGs. The same ECG in the reference set, having been correctly annotated in limb
lead II with normal T-wave amplitude, had a T-wave
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The quality of ECG acquisition at the study site and
ECG processing and analysis at the central laboratories influences the ability to detect and characterize
drug-induced effects on cardiac repolarization in
clinical trials.6,14-17 We present the first quantitative
assessment of the performance of the ESW in the
quality assessment of the digital annotated ECG
data. Our study included serial ECGs acquired under
rigorously standardized experimental conditions
that would be representative of the ECG data from
TQTS. We studied a high dose of sotalol 160 mg, a
drug known to affect the T-waveform morphology
due to its potent hERG blocking activity.18,19 The test
ECG data set included the ECG signal quality and
QT annotation problems reported to commonly
occur in clinical trials.16,20
The adherence to the QT annotation protocol by
the readers is recognized as an important aspect of
the central laboratory performance in clinical trials.6,16 If the readers deviate from a standard QT
annotation protocol due to low ECG quality in a
given lead, then this deviation may be a relevant
quality metric. The ESW summary report in our
study revealed that the algorithms correctly detected
no ECGs with less than 3 expected QT annotations
in the reference and test sets, which corresponds to
no errors committed or intentionally introduced by
the reader. The ESW correctly detected full compliance with the lead choice protocol in the reference
set. On the other hand, for the subset of 20 ECGs
from 5 subjects in the test set where the reader has
intentionally violated the protocol for lead selection
during QT annotation, ESW reported 19 and 21
ECGs with QT annotations in a lead different from
the primary choice and in multiple leads, respectively,
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Table II

Summary of the E-Scribe Warehouse Scores for the T-wave Signal
Strength in the Reference and Test ECG Sets
Reference ECG Set (n = 104)

ESW Metric

T-wave signal strength
ECGs with T-wave signal
strength score below the
thresholda

Test ECG Set (n = 104)

Median Score

Mean Score

Min-Max Score

Median Score

Mean Score

Min-Max Score

45 964

47 286

18 810-90 006

43 715

45 581

4323-110 473

1 (0.96%)

8 (7.69%)

ESW, E-Scribe Warehouse; ECG, electrocardiogram.
a. The ESW threshold for the T-wave signal strength score indicating questionable ECG quality is ≤20 000.

Figure 2. Distribution of individual electrocardiograms (ECGs) according to the T-wave signal strength score in the (A) reference set
and (B) test set. Plot axis description (both A and B): x-axis: T-wave signal score; y-axis: number of ECGs. The vertical dotted line denotes
the E-Scribe Warehouse threshold score of 20 000 for the T-wave signal strength, indicating questionable ECG quality.

which translates to failing to detect 1 of 20 ECGs with
this type of protocol incompliance. Good QT interval measurement practice would require that when
encountering unacceptable noise or other quality
issue midway through the analysis of serial ECGs
from 1 subject, all ECGs from that subject should be
resubmitted to the blinded reader at the central laboratory for remeasurement in the backup lead. The
ability to assess QT annotations from 1 time point to
the next in serial ECGs from 1 subject would
improve the functionality of the ESW in assessing
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the adherence to the QT annotation protocol by the
central laboratory and should be incorporated in
future releases.
ECG signal quality influences the reliability of QT
interval measurement by every QT interval measurement method,6,15,21,22 and issues in this regard are not
uncommon in ECGs from robust QTc studies.
Hnatkova et al23 found that 0.38% of 15 194 and
2.31% of 29 806 ECGs from 2 TQTS and that 13.18%
of 4090 ECGs from another drug study in healthy
subjects24 were immeasurable due to unacceptable
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Table III The E-Scribe Warehouse Output for the
T-Offset Bias (VERITAS vs Semiautomated
Measurement Method in the Reference and Test
ECG Sets) for the 9 Beats Intentionally
Misannotated in the Test Set
T-Offset Bias, ms
ECG
Number

Testa Minus
VERITAS

003
008
109
109
018
020
021
003
003

116
56
289
298
84
61
95
–65
–68

(124)
(56)
(290)
(302)
(72)
(62)
(94)
(–68)
(–80)

Reference Minus
VERITAS

–8
0
–1
–4
–12
–1
1
3
12

a. The magnitude (ms) of intentional error in the T-offset annotation is
denoted in the parentheses (positive = T-offset moved right, negative =
T-offset moved left).

Figure 3. Electrocardiogram (ECG) from the test set intentionally annotated in lead V1 on beats with low-amplitude T-waves.
The E-Scribe Warehouse assigned this ECG a lower score and
ranking for the T-wave signal strength than the corresponding
values for the same ECG in the reference set, which was correctly
annotated in limb lead II with normal T-wave amplitude.

noise content. The global low-frequency (LF) and
high-frequency (HF) noise metrics in the ESW indicate the overall quality of the ECG signal and are
associated purely with ECG acquisition at the study
site. ESW has detected no content of LF and HF noise
in the test and reference sets, which corresponds to
the careful attention to the quality of ECG acquisition
by the clinical site staff in our study. Identical reports
for the global LF and HF content reflect are in keeping with identical electrical ECG signals in both sets;
however, due to the small number of ECGs in our
data sets, we could not conclusively assess the performance of the ESW in this functional area.
The T-wave signal strength is the ESW metric that
reflects the ECG waveform feature that critically
influences the precision and reproducibility of QT
measurement by fully manual, semiautomated
(manually adjusted), and fully automated QT interval measurement methods alike.10,21,22 Inspection of
this particular ECG property by both the clinical site
staff and the readers at the central laboratory is
advisable in every robust QTc study,25 and it has been
recommended that sponsors request of central laboratories the study-specific reports on the exact number of
ECGs incompatible with reliable QT measurement.10
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The quantitative scores by the relevant ESW algorithm may add value in this context. The low score
and/or low ranking for the T-wave signal strength
would point the FDA reviewers toward the ECGs
that, according to the good QT interval measurement
practice, should have been considered for exclusion
from the analysis by the central laboratory. The statistic for the ECGs with the T-wave signal strength
score below the threshold in our study (Table III) has
approximately reflected the proportion of ECGs in
the test set where the T-offset was intentionally annotated in the setting of the low T-wave amplitude.
With endorsement of the FDA, Mortara Instrument
initially set an arbitrary threshold of 20 000 for the
T-wave signal strength on the basis of qualified manual review of several thousand digital ECGs from
clinical trials used in the development of ESW.10 It is
meant primarily to allow the FDA reviewers to
quickly detect ECGs of questionable quality within 1
study or to compare different studies based on the
proportion of ECGs outside of the range of acceptable quality. The FDA did not disclose the role of the
mean and median values for the T-wave signal
strength score during the NDA review. In fact, it is
uncertain if the FDA reviewers currently use these
summary parameters at all because they are not
instantly available to download from the warehouse
(instead, the FDA reviewers have to rely on Mortara
support staff to provide the individual scores in SAS
or similar format and compute the summary statistics).

E-SCRIBE DIGITAL ECG WAREHOUSE

Figure 4. QT interval duration measured by the fully automated VERITAS algorithm (Veritas) versus semiautomated method (manual
adjustment of CalECG2 annotations under visual inspection, executed precisely [reference] and intentionally imprecisely [test]) on the
9 intentionally misannotated cardiac beats.

With increasing numbers of ECGs in the FDA
warehouse, it is expected that the threshold for T-wave
signal strength will be adjusted. Ideally, the
means/medians for the T-wave signal strength and
other relevant metrics could be used for comparisons
between studies within 1 NDA or across the FDA
ECG warehouse. Further studies are needed to assess
if the warehouse scores for a particular quality metric
will vary according to different clinical trial designs
or the pharmacological classes of drugs. Given consistent performance of the warehouse in similar settings, the quality of ECG data from TQTS of the same
design and/or TQTS with the same class of compounds
could be compared by the summary scores for the
warehouse metrics. When larger numbers of digital
ECGs are submitted to the FDA, the mean/median
values for the whole warehouse, or for the particular
TQTS known to the FDA reviewers, may replace the
thresholds as the “signpost” for the ECG data that
warrant closer scrutiny during the NDA review.10 The
same logic applies to the sponsor’s use of ESW before
or outside of the NDA submissions, whereby the
ESW scores for a given study would be compared
with the historic data.
Limitations of the Study
This was an observational study not intended to test
a hypothesis, but the performance of the ESW was
challenged according to a predefined study protocol
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with quantitative endpoints. The data sets have
included a much smaller number of ECGs than the
one typically obtained in the TQTS or the phase I
study; however, the FDA reviewers currently spotcheck a small number of ECGs in the warehouse and
consider them to be informative of the quality of
ECGs in the whole NDA under review.6 We have
acquired single ECGs at each time point instead of
triplicates, the current standard for robust QTc
assessment in clinical trials. On the other hand, the
ESW and the FDA warehouse consider each ECG
from a triplicate as a single observation,10 so our
results from 2 sets of single ECGs are representative
of the functionality of both parts of the digital ECG
warehouse. Although it is likely that the FDA
reviewers routinely use the algorithms in the warehouse to identify which ECGs deserve closer scrutiny
during the NDA review,10 the specific digital tools in
the FDA ECG warehouse, applicable metrics, and
minimal acceptable standard for regulatory approval
have not been disclosed. Instead of the FDA section
of the ECG warehouse, we have performed the analysis within the commercially available “private” section (the E-Scribe Warehouse). It should have very
similar performance characteristics to the FDA ECG
warehouse because both use the same technology
provided by Mortara Instrument. Thus, our results
would be relevant for the performance of the FDA
ECG warehouse in the regulatory review of ECG data
quality included in the NDA.
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CONCLUSIONS
Our study provides preliminary evidence that
except for the consistency of lead selection in serial
ECGs from 1 subject, the E-Scribe Warehouse can
robustly assess the adherence to the QT annotation
protocol by the central laboratory and identify ECGs
with low T-wave amplitude, which may present
challenges for the precision and reproducibility of
QT measurement by QT interval duration measurement methods used in clinical trials. The FDA
reviewers will thus be able to perform a meaningful
quality control of ECG data by using quantitative
reports for the relevant ECG warehouse metrics, as
well as identify specific annotated ECG waveforms
that merit closer attention. The availability and
meaningful use of the summary statistics for the ECG
quality metric scores by the warehouse would provide an added value to the FDA reviewers.
Validation of the utility of the ECG warehouse
will require that the results of functional assessment
in larger sets of digital annotated ECGs be put in the
context of the statistical and clinical outcomes from
large cardiac safety studies. Even today, though, the
ECG warehouse facilitates the implementation of the
FDA requirement for submission of digital ECG data
within the NDA5 and clearly offers potential to
improve the quality of proarrhythmic risk assessment during clinical development and regulatory
review of novel drug candidates.
Financial disclosure: This study was sponsored by a grant
from Daiichi Sankyo to AMPS-LLC and Mortara Instrument.
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